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Largest and most costly inland oil spill in US History happened within the Great Lakes Basin - which is one of the 

largest freshwater resources in the world.largest freshwater resources in the world.
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Major tributary to Lake Michigan

There are approximately 400,000 residents within the watershed.

Area is very populous and the river is relatively slow moving due to man-made 

impediments.
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Lakehead system, line 6b

This is an older pipeline, built in the 60’s, and has had many issues.This is an older pipeline, built in the 60’s, and has had many issues.

Change in product: 

Line 6B was originally built to transport conventional crude, but without notice or change in pipeline standards, 

Enbridge began shipping diluted bitumen or raw tar sands oil through this pipeline 5-10 years ago.  

Diluted bitumen is a blend of this raw bitumen (or tar sands oil) and volatile natural gas liquid condensate.

Dilbit is highly corrosive, acidic. and potentially unstable. Operators use increased pressures to move the product, 

which causes increased temps in pipelines. Many are concerned that this will put increased stressors on our 

pipelines, causing more spills. The National Academy of Sciences has been charged with looking into this issue by 

PHMSA. 

Enbridge, or any other pipeline operators, are not required to notify PHMSA of a crude product change in their line 

because PHMSA (again, the federal agency that regulates pipelines) does not have separate regulations for different 

kinds of crude oils.
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Go over timeline of this summers events.  

Pipeline was rittled with anomalies/defects – Enbridge was asking for an extension on Pipeline was rittled with anomalies/defects – Enbridge was asking for an extension on 

addressing those… 10 days before the Marshall, MI spill they said they could detect a 

leak……

http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2010/09/congressman_criticizes_e

nbridg.html
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Demonstrates human error aspect of operating pipelines
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Wildlife impacts are incorrect and missing data – example, the 5 acre area where the 

spill occurred was a wetland but the oil spilled was so hazardous, wildlife recovery spill occurred was a wetland but the oil spilled was so hazardous, wildlife recovery 

crews were not allowed in..
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All the agencies highlighted in red are city or county agencies that helped with the response or continue to aid in 

the clean-up efforts. Yet Enbridge, or any other pipeline company, is not required to share emergency response the clean-up efforts. Yet Enbridge, or any other pipeline company, is not required to share emergency response 

plans with local groups stakeholders when operating their pipelines.  Sometimes, PHMSA doesn’t even have those 

response plans.
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Before investigation into cause of the spill is complete, Enbridge annouces exapansion
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States can increase their regulations over interstate pipelines, adding to federal rules and guidelines. Several states 

currently do this, like Washington. Our office is currently looking into what that might look like for some Great Lake currently do this, like Washington. Our office is currently looking into what that might look like for some Great Lake 

states – I anticipates encouraging several Great Lakes states to adapt additional rules over interstate pipelines in the 

years to come.  

We’re also pushing for stronger pipeline safety standards throughout the country: Some of the main points NWF 

would like to see are:

•Increased communication between operators and communities (this is something everyone in this room can help 

develop) – example, when alarms indicate an issue, the operator should call first responders to notify them of a 

possible issue

•Increased transparency with the public, on the part of PHMSA and pipeline operators – providing response plans 

and allowing for public comment periods

•Increased regulations along pipelines that travel through high consequence areas or unusually sensitive areas

•Expansion of the HCA and USA’s or requiring that integrity management programs cover all pipeline millage and 

not just sensitive areas.

•And of course, a full study on the corrosive nature of diluted bitumen - along with increased regulations adapted 

for pipelines that transport this product. This study should not only include transportation of the product but also a 

study on how a release of dilbit differs.  
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